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first and foremost, i want to thank (alas, posthumously) my par-
ents, Soybel Bendersky and Abram Draitser, who, quite early in my life,
through their deeply expressed emotional attachment to things of the past,
unknowingly helped me understand much later in my life that the past
should never be discarded from our memory. For the past not only often
bears on the present but also oªers us glimpses of the future. After their
death, not unlike many other children, I realized that I missed themmuch
more than you would expect when parents pass away after living a long
life: my mother in 1994, at age seventy-nine, and my father in 1999, at age
eighty-nine.
In hindsight, however, I wish I had been more inquisitive and learned

more details about their lives and the lives of my grandparents and great-
grandparents. But, alas, as a Russian proverb goes, we are all “wise after the
event,” zadnim umom krepki.My only excuse is that, in our hard-working
blue-collar family, there was hardly ever time for a leisurely gathering near
a fireplace, complete with father smoking a pipe and mother knitting a
sweater. To begin with, my father never smoked, my mother never knitted,
and, during all my formative years, we lived in a communal apartment in
which a fireplace was considered a bourgeois luxury. All the bits of infor-
mation that eventually found their places in this book came from snippets
of verbal exchanges between my parents and their close kin and family



friends. As a rule, these exchanges were made on the go, while all involved
were busy with a chore at hand.
Once I decided to write this book, to revive events of years long past, to

avoid losingmany important details, I spentmany hours talking to themem-
bers of my extended family: my brother, Vladimir; my uncleMisha andmy
aunt Asya; as well as my cousins, first and second, and their spouses: Eva
and Efim Ingerman; Yan and Natasha Tenster; Maya Khanis and her hus-
band, Lev; Boris and Zhanna Bendersky; and the late Fira Kagan.
Talking tomy adult children, Svetlana, who grew up in Russia, and Alinka

and Max, raised in America, was also illuminating. During our talks, I’ve
learned a great deal about myself that, as many other parents discover, does
not necessarily coincide with my own view of me andmy life. This boosted
my eªorts to present myself as objectively as is humanly possible. (To what
extent I succeeded in this, of course, the reader is the final judge.) To the
same end, conversations withmy American relatives and dear friends, Char-
lotte and Edith Barr, who showered me and my family with their generous
attention during our first, quite painful, stages of adaptation to life in a
foreign land, helpedme to better understand the way in whichmy personal
story, set in quite diªerent times and on quite diªerent soil, has to be told
to be as fully comprehended as possible by American readers.
Berta andYasha Sklyansky, JaneHamer,Dr.GregoryMassel, ZhenyaTurov-

sky, Dr. Boris Gasparov, and Dr. Tatyana Novikova read some chapters of
the manuscript and oªered their feedback.
Nellie Peltsman, Boris Zamikhovsky, Mila and Sergei Rakhlin, Yevsey

Tseitlin, andDr. Jolanta ( Jola) Kunicka took on themselves the tedious work
of reading the whole manuscript line by line. I appreciate their valuable
feedback regarding the content and shape of the manuscript.
During the first stages of themanuscript development, I greatly benefited

from the editorial input of Kaleria NikolaevnaOzerova. The supportive re-
sponses of my colleagues Dr. Toby Clyman, Dr. Sarah Blacher Cohen, and
Dr. Gavriel Shapiro renewed my energy and confidence in pursuing my
project to its end.
The cheers of fellowwriters Lara Vapnyar, Boris Fishman, Jennie Staniloª-

Redling, SolomonVolkov, SemyonReznik, Dr. IegudaNir, the lateMariam
Yuzefovsky, and the lateDavidWestheimer, who read either the whole work
or substantial portions of it, have been most encouraging.
At various points in my writing, most of the time without realizing it,

just by the sheer sincerity and spontaneity of their responses to my story,
my friendsMartinWeiss, SelimKarady, Dr. Anthony Saidy, Dr. Gary Kern,
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Lev Mak, Si Frumkin, Lida and Michael Feinstein, Tamara Chernyak, Dr.
Jeremy Azrael, and Dr. Victor Dmitriev gave me their moral support and
nurtured my confidence.
I also appreciate the eªorts of Rebecca Gould and Bill Bly, who helped

me to fine-tunemy command of idiomatic English. In this respect, Dr. Ben-
jamin Rifkin’s expertise and enthusiasm formy undertaking were bothmost
helpful and inspirational.
At various times, Dr. Robert Rothstein, Dr. ReginaGrol, andDr. Yitzhak

Berger served as my consultants in regard to the transliteration of Yiddish
phrases sprinkled all through the manuscript, which I recorded as I re-
member hearing them in my youth. Whatever mistakes might be found in
the final text are, of course, my own responsibility.
Last but not least, I am blessed with the luck of having Stan Holwitz, the

University of California Press acquisitions editor, read my book proposal,
get excited about it, and eagerly seemywork all the way to its printing stage.
I also deeply appreciate the care and respect for my work shown by my ed-
itor, Suzanne Knott, and copy editor, RobinWhitaker, and ammost grate-
ful for their vigilant reading of my manuscript and many insightful sug-
gestions. I’m also in debt to the helping hand that RandyHeyman has given
to me at various stages of book production.
For various reasons, some names of real people described in this book

have been altered.
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